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This isn’t a story about learning. It’s a story about change.
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How can we help people keep pace with change, 
no matter how sudden or impactful it may be?



54%
of the world’s workforce will 
require significant reskilling2

The working world was already rapidly evolving …

1 Deloitte 2019 Human Capital Trends Report
2 World Economic Forum 2019
3 Axonify 2019 State of Frontline Training Report

90%
of organizations are in the 
process of redesigning jobs1

90%
of employees believe the ability 
to access information 
anytime/anywhere is important3

76%
of employees prefer to work in 
organizations that provide 
future skills development3



And then a global health crisis accelerated the changing nature of work.
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It was difficult to keep up before. Now it feels almost impossible.
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This acceleration has exposed gaps in traditional learning and support tactics.



Learning in the Workplace Survey (Jane Hart)

There is a clear disconnect between how organizations 
invest in training and where people derive value.



We have to rethink the 
fundamentals of how we 
enable people if we hope to 
prepare them for 
whatever comes next.
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L&D can enable a mindset shift by borrowing proven ideas from other disciplines. 
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A programmatic approach to workplace learning is insufficient.
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Push Training
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Coaching

Shared Knowledge

Reinforcement

Performance Support

L&D cannot base a strategy on the most difficult 
tactics to deploy within a changing workplace.
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The Modern Learning 
Ecosystem Framework TM

Tactics must be restructured and augmented to align 
with the everyday workplace experience and how 
people actually develop their knowledge and skills.
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There’s A LOT of content out there.
But people need help connecting the 
right resources to their personal needs.



Agree on a clear, 
measurable

business result

Define the observable
behavior required to 
achieve the result

Define the knowledge 
required to execute 

the expected behavior

Build, buy or 
bring the 

right-fit solution

Curation begins with connecting the right solution to the desired changes in knowledge, behavior and results.  



Topic and/or application of 
knowledge and skill is 
unique to our organization.

A trustworthy partner has 
already solved this 
problem and it’s more 
efficient to leverage their 
expertise.

The topic is generic or 
popular enough to 
leverage open resources.

curation
Then L&D can make informed decisions about how 
to source and deploy their right-fit solutions.
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Identify the data we need..

Who is this person?
Demographic

What has this person reviewed?
Consumption

What does this person know right now?
Knowledge

What is this person doing on the job?
Behavior

What impact is this person having 
on business outcomes?

Results
What else is happening around this person?
Context

What does this person say they want/need?
Feedback

How does this person engage with the org?
Connections



Reinforcement Assessment

Motivation

Shared 
Experience

On-Demand Resources
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Online 
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Experience
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Growth

Business 
Results
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Adopt data-rich tactics..

Traditional workplace learning tactics are data-poor. We must become data-rich to provide right-fit solutions.



How are people engaging with 
learning opportunities?

Engagement

How is people’s knowledge 
changing over time?

Learning

How is learning impacting 
business results and 
delivering ROI?

Outcomes

How are people’s behaviors 
changing on the job?

Behaviors

How are we projected to 
perform in the future with our 
key business goals?

Prediction

How can we continuously 
adapt our support tactics to 
ensure optimum results?

Adaptation

DATA

By adopting data-rich tactics, we can become proactive 
in how we adapt our efforts to align with proven needs.
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Who are the key influencers within your organization?



Shared Knowledge

Performance Support

Reinforcement

Coaching

Pull Training

Push Training
Real workplace learning transformation 
does not begin with a top-down strategy.
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Change begins through iteration.
L&D must prove the value of a reimagined approach 

to gain organization-wide buy in.



Frontline managers are the 
most important people in 
workplace learning.
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DECC.org

Speed is great. But the ability to pivot and change direction quickly is essential.



Leverage automation to improve L&D 
agility and measurement

PROCESS

Build/buy/bring just the 
right content, faster

CONTENT

Intelligently apply artificial intelligence 
to maximize every touchpoint

TECHNOLOGY

Personalize balanced 
push/pull learning

EXPERIENCE
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learningefficiencymodel



The future of workplace learning is efficiency.The future of learning is efficiency, agility and personalization.



z BE A PLUMBER
Install the ecosystem of tools and tactics needed to provide the right support at pace and scale.

BE A CURATOR
Provide only content that will boost the knowledge and skill needed to achieve results.

BE A MARKETER
Apply data-rich tactics and get proactive so you can get the most value from every learning solution.

BE AN INFLUENCER
Speak the language of your business and involve the right stakeholders in your transformation.

BE A SKATER
Build your agility so you can pivot with the needs of your people and your business.



PUSH
Today’s biggest 

business priorities

PULL

EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE

Future-focused 
skill development

Messaging
Job Training
Compliance

Upskilling
Reinforcement

Coaching

Self-Direction
Performance Support
Curated Content
Reskilling
Collaboration



To help employees get 
ready for whatever comes 
next, we must provide 
every person with a 
personal support 
experience that fits into 
their workplace reality and 
balances today’s priorities 
with tomorrow’s skill needs.



THE80PERCENT

Apple Podcasts

A podcast about the frontline story and 
the impact these employees have on our

organizations and communities every day.

Learn more at axonify.com/podcast.

Subscribe for new episodes every 2 weeks.

Google Play Spotify
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Be well.


